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Home Office
Tip sheet
How to desing office for more
efficiency?

Home Office Tip sheet
How do I design my home office so that I can work effectively
and in a structured manner? Such questions arise for many who
have never worked from home and now have to change their
working habits. Here you can find out what is important for the
workplace within your own four walls. How to stay in touch with
colleagues despite distance, get distractions out of the way and
switch off after work.
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1. Set up the workplace
Happy is the one who has a separate study. But even without an
extra room, it is possible to optimally set up your home office.
For example, you can convert the dining table in the living room
into a desk. Just make sure that as you work on it, anything
unnecessary disappears from the table.

2. Remove unnecessary things
This includes, for example, your private smartphone. It has no
business on the desk. Unless you also use it for business calls.
Otherwise it will only unnecessarily distract you. Did you know
that we look at our cell phones almost 100 times a day?

3. Don't doodle for too long
A second cup of coffee here, another funny video there and the
bed is so cozy... Especially now with flexible working hours, or
for the self-employed, it is tempting to delay the start of work.
Now and then nothing speaks against it. But whoever makes this
a habit runs the risk of being busy late into the evening and not
having a real end to the day. Better: start at the same time every
day to be able to stop on time. Coffee can still taste pretty good at
your desk.
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4. Continue to maintain coffee breaks with colleagues
Iced Coffee Frappe Rdk Rds HdSpeaking of coffee: if we work in
the home office, after a short time we lack direct contact with
colleagues. How about if you just let the coffee break take place
virtually at home instead of in the tea kitchen as before? Via
video conference, several team members can even "toast" at the
same time.

5. Ergonomically set up the workplace
In order to prevent back pain, it is important to pay attention to
how we sit at our “desk” at home. Ideally, it should look like this:
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the upper and lower legs and the upper and lower arms are at a
90-degree angle to each other
the palms and elbows are on the same level as the keyboard
and mouse
the feet are firmly on the floor, possibly use an ottoman
the eyes are at least 50 cm away from the monitor

6. Include movement breaks
Even if it sounds a bit silly and you feel strange at the same time,
exercise is extremely important, especially in the home office.
Because we work at home, on the one hand we lack the way to
the office and back. On the other hand, it is not always possible to
set up your workplace as described above. Be it because the table
is too high or too low or the chair is too uncomfortable. Short
exercises to fit in throughout the day, can be found everywhere
on the net. A good tip, for example, is to always get up when you
are on the phone.

7. Schedule your lunch break
Work through quickly and then stop earlier: It may sound like a
good idea at first, but it's not at all. Breaks are not only required
by law for a certain amount of time, but they are also important
to rest and replenish energy reserves, and to be able to work
again, feeling relaxed.

8. Organize lunch well
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So that you don't reach for frozen pizza or canned ravioli every
day, it helps to think about lunch the day before. Meal prepping
is a great idea for lunch in the home office. It is always practical
to pre-cook at least two servings. So you already have a lunch
ready for the next day and can use half of the break for a
digestive walk. Do you prefer to cook spontaneously? Then these
websites have quick and easy 10-minute recipes you can try.
https://www.chefkoch.de
https://www.mapi.com/ayurvedic-recipes/entrees/thermoslunch-kitchari.html

